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In this chapter, we will discuss the goal of this book, the scope of the con-
tent, who can benefit from the book, and what’s new in this edition.

Goal of this Book1 

SAP ERP HCM is a very extensive topic, and many people are interested in it for 
different reasons. But, as we all know, “the jack-of-all-trades is a master of none,” 
so we distinguish our book by limiting the scope of this book and giving you use-
ful tips for the areas we cover.

Scope of the Content1.1 

The book describes SAP ERP HCM based on Release ERP 6.0. But users of older 
releases as of 4.6C can utilize this book to a large extent. As was the case with 
R/3 Enterprise, SAP ERP will be continuously developed through small updates 
(support packages), new additional developments, and larger annual supplements, 
while at the same time ensuring the validity of the essential statements made in 
this book.

The processes discussed in this book are detailed in such a way that the func-
tional scope and the basic properties of SAP ERP HCM are clearly identified for 
the respective process. Furthermore, Customizing—that is, the customer-specific 
system configuration—is exemplified at central points. In general, we have placed 
more emphasis on understanding the overall concept and relationships than on 
detailed descriptions of customizing tables.

For readers who haven’t used the system in their daily work, we have provided 
numerous screenshots from the system. These should help illustrate the informa-
tion provided in this book and thus make it more tangible.

Even using abstract descriptions, without too many details, and avoiding a screen-
shot gallery that shows each and every potentially relevant screen, SAP ERP HCM 
is too voluminous a topic to treat entirely in one single book. For this reason, the 
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Goal of this Book1

book focuses on the administrative processes and avoids dealing with matters 
related to the system basis or programming. Personnel planning and develop-
ment is described in a separate book by the same authors, which was also pub-
lished by SAP PRESS. In that book, we draw a line of separation between the 
parts that SAP formerly referred to as PA and PD. Although no longer officially 
used, there are still reasons for making this distinction. There is a difference in 
the technical implementation, which is also reflected in the system configuration. 
Further, in the administrative processes considered, the focus is on technology and 
processes, while the implementation of personnel planning and development is 
almost entirely decided on the process-definition side. Moreover, travel manage-
ment is not considered at all.

While Chapters 9 and 10 (Payroll and Benefits administration) focus on the US in 
terms of legislation, readers from other countries can still benefit from both chap-
ters as they explain the general setup of those processes in SAP HCM.

Another important element of the book is the visualization of process examples. 
These enable a much better understanding of the processes and their IT support 
than a purely textual description would. These process examples are available 
online in file format at http://www.iprocon.com/book-process — use the password 
innovation.

Release Names1.2 

Even though most people still use the term Human Resources (HR), within this 
book we use HCM or SAP ERP HCM, which is the official terminology of this SAP 
system.

With regard to the name of the first two ERP releases there was some confusion. 
Whereas the first versions were officially called mySAP ERP 2004 and mySAP ERP 
2005, the new releases provided by SAP AG as of 2005 no longer include the pre-
fix “my.” In the meantime, the year dates have been replaced as well so that you 
now should use “mySAP ERP 2004” and “SAP ERP 6.0.” Until now, however, “SAP 
ERP 5.0” has been used as a synonym of “mySAP ERP 2004,” and “SAP ERP 2005” 
as a synonym of “SAP ERP 6.0.” In the future, the new denomination should estab-
lish itself, and the next version will be officially called “SAP ERP 7.0.”
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Working with this Book 1.4

Target Groups1.3 

The following target audiences will find useful information in this book:

Decision makers in HR, Information Technology (IT), EE and organizational departments 
will gain a critical overview of the SAP ERP HCM functionalities. They will also 
develop a feeling for the basic strengths and weaknesses and the cost drivers.

Project managersEE  are provided with the most important integration aspects and 
success factors that are critical for the implementation.

Members of implementation project teams, consultants, EE and those responsi ble for cus-
tomizing will find many tips for each process. In this context, basic functional-
ities are described in more detail so that employees who are just assuming these 
roles will receive appropriate guidelines for getting started. For advanced users, 
the book contains many rec ommendations that don’t go into too much detail. 
It is more important to understand the basic direction of each process or proj-
ect.

Interested usersEE  who would like to see beyond the borders of their spe cific activ-
ities, and key users who are also responsible for the contin ued development of 
the system, will get a good overview of the vari ous interactions and develop a 
better understanding of how the sys tem works.

ProgrammersEE  who work close to the application in the SAP ERP HCM environ-
ment will find the contents of this book very helpful in facilitating com-
munication with the user departments and the review of technical concepts.

Students or other interested partiesEE  who are just learning about personnel man-
agement will develop true insight into the practice of HR and its IT implementa-
tion with SAP ERP HCM. The book’s topics represent important functions of a 
personnel department and indicate where problems can occur. It is especially 
for this target group that the book provides business-related background infor-
mation.

Working with this Book1.4 

You can read the individual chapters of this book in any sequence. For readers who 
are less familiar with SAP ERP HCM, however, we recommend that you read Chap-
ter 4, “Personnel Administration,” before proceeding with the other chapters.
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Goal of this Book1

In addition, over time you should also get an overview of all processes, not simply 
the process or processes for which you are responsible or in which you work.  A 
basic understanding of the additional context is absolutely beneficial for working 
in highly integrated processes.

The detailed descriptions of various customizing activities can be skipped accord-
ing to your personal preferences.

Once again, we would like to remind you that the process models described in this 
book are also available online (see Invitation). These can be customized to individ-
ual requirements and are therefore suitable for internal presentations or training.

New in this Edition1.5 

Compared to the previous edition, this edition provides a lot of new and changed 
content, which is worth reading. These changes can be found in the chapter struc-
ture, the number of pages, and the enhanced team of authors.

You can expect the following innovations:

All chapters took into account both new project experience and feedback from EE

readers.

For all chapters it was checked whether additions were necessary with regard EE

to SAP ERP 6.0 or new solutions. Unfortunately, you cannot always make a 
clear distinction between different release statuses. Many innovations of SAP 
ERP 6.0 are provided as predeliveries or as HR support packages for older 
releases. SAP ERP itself is not as static as you are used to in previous releases; 
different components may have different release cycles. The newsletter of the 
enhanced team of authors (see Invitation) informs readers about changes. 

The restructuring particularly applies to Chapter 2, “Overview of SAP ERP EE

HCM,” which now includes portal basics, whereas the content of the former 
Chapter 13, “Role-Based Portal Solution,” has been updated, enhanced, and dis-
tributed over the entire book. As a result, portal-based applications are no lon-
ger considered in an isolated manner, but are integrated with the respective 
processes.

Chapter 4, “Personnel Administration,” now includes many enhancements for EE

portal applications, including Employee Interaction Center (EIC).
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New in this Edition 1.5

Chapter 6, “E-Recruiting,” was completely revised and considerably enhanced. EE

Because there are some customers who will still work with “traditional” recruit-
ment, Chapter 7, “Traditional Recruitment,” was also revised; however, it now 
follows E-Recruiting.

Chapter 8, “Time Management,” was supplemented with Web applications.EE

Chapter 9, “Payroll,” was enhanced with some aspects of Customizing, particu-EE

larly with regard to the remuneration statement with HR Forms.

Chapter 11, “HR Reporting,” was abridged in favor of other topics, because SAP EE

PRESS published HR Reporting with SAP to cover this topic thoroughly.

Chapter 12, “QA/Internal Control System,” was enhanced with a stronger focus EE

on internal control systems. 
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Payroll is based on the results of personnel administration, time manage-
ment and — in some cases —  the results of travel management and incen-
tive wages. It is divided into the subprocesses of  gross payroll, net payroll, 
and subsequent processing. The subsequent processing comprises legal and 
company-specific components.

Payroll9 

This chapter will convey the basic concepts and background of payroll. It is not a 
complete guide to setting up payroll, however, because of the complexity of the 
application and it would be beyond the scope of this book. 

Business Principles9.1 

In our discussion we will try to avoid country and sector specifics, because legal 
restrictions do not leave much room for flexibility. These specifics are also fre-
quently subject to legal amendments and are presumably only of interest to a small 
number of readers.

Basic Forms of Remuneration9.1.1 

In this section we will provide a description of the basic forms of remuneration, 
which include numerous possible hybrid forms based on the basic forms. These 
are supplemented by additional remuneration components, which we will cover 
in Section 9.1.3.

Incentive Wage

In the case of incentive wages, the employee is remunerated based on work results 
and not the time worked. It is generally assumed that this approach increases an 
employee’s motivation.
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Payroll9

The individual piecework is the value of the individual employee’s piece perfor-
mance. For each completed piece, he is credited a standard time that is measured 
against the actual time required. This relationship between standard and required 
time is referred to as the performance efficiency rate.

Performance efficiency rate [%] = Standard time x piece number / required time

If an employee exceeds a 100% performance efficiency rate, his hourly wage can 
be increased. On the other hand, a performance efficiency rate of less than 100% 
leads to a reduction, which, however, is limited in many pay scales. More complex, 
team-oriented production flows frequently do not allow any individual incentive 
wages. By introducing group incentive wages, an attempt is made to remunerate a 
team, such as a manufacturing center. In this case the performance efficiency rate 
is calculated similarly to the individual piecework, with the difference being that 
times and number of pieces of the entire group are included. The group perfor-
mance efficiency rate is then applied to the individual hourly rate for the employ-
ees. While the piecework only remunerates target quantities, the premium wage 
incorporates other target figures, such as quality.

Hourly Wage

In the case of hourly wages, the employee is paid for the number of hours he is 
present at the workplace. He is remunerated a constant amount per hour. The 
hourly wage is particularly useful if the assignment of work results is difficult.

Monthly or Weekly (Periodic) Wage

Despite the fact that employees work the same number of hours per week, an 
employee who is paid an hourly wage each month receives a different pay amount, 
because some months have more days than others.  So, the monthly (or any peri-
odic) wage is an attempt to stabilize the basic wage of the employee by making 
sure that he receives a constant monthly amount. A semi-monthly or two-week 
calculation of the remuneration is also possible and is more common in the U.S. 

In some remuneration models, absences of the employee (e.g., due to public holi-
days, vacation leave, sickness) are paid at the basic hourly wage plus an average 
value earned in the previous months. A performance variable is incorporated in 
this average (e.g., piecework) and a time variable as we will discuss next.
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Influencing Variables of Gross Payroll9.1.2 

In addition to basic remuneration forms, other circumstances also affect the 
remuneration.

Overtime and Bonuses

If the work in question cannot be covered with the existing employee capacity, 
overtime is often utilized. Overtime is usually paid separately from regular salaries; 
in general, overtime bonuses accrue in addition to the basic hourly wage. How-
ever, employers frequently try to cushion short-term overtime through flexi-time 
regulations, because this means overtime bonuses can be saved. Overtime that 
accrues in one month is credited to a time account and can later be retrieved by 
the employee if there is less work to be done. Keep in mind, however, local labor 
laws will determine how overtime is paid and reconciled for bonus and additional 
pay purposes.

Times Subject to Bonuses

If the working time occurs during the night, the weekend (Sundays in the U.S.), or 
on a public holiday, additional bonuses (also known as shift premiums) may accrue 
and be paid to the employee, which obviously makes these shifts more expensive 
for the employer.

Expenses

When the employee is working for the employer, additional costs can occur (e.g., 
telephone, mileage, etc.) that may be reimbursed by the employer. Depending on 
the country of work, these expenses can be completely or partially exempt from 
taxation..

Nonrecurring Payments

Nonrecurring payments such as bonuses or vacation bonus are not part of monthly 
or periodic remuneration. Due to their lack of regularity, in many countries they 
are subject to special regulations with regard to taxation and such.
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Absences

In terms of absences, there is a basic differentiation between paid and unpaid 
absences. Unpaid absences reduce the basic remuneration.

Performance-Dependent Remuneration Components

With the exception of incentive wages, basic forms of pay do not take employee 
work or performance results into account. For reasons of motivation and fair remu-
neration, these basic forms of pay in the U.S. for exempt or nonunion employ-
ees are frequently supplemented by a performance-dependent component of pay, 
which should preferably be oriented toward company goals.  

Many companies derive the employee targets or goals that are relevant for remu-
neration from a company-wide balanced scorecard. This ensures alignment with 
company targets and goals.

Net Payroll9.1.3 

In net payroll, national legal regulations are taken into account, i.e., the taxes to 
be deducted and other government or legally mandated deductions.

However, U.S.Payroll in SAP EPR HCM does not include the full tax calculation 
scheme. You need an interface to an external BSI Tax Factory database. This sets 
the U.S. version apart from most other country-specific payroll solutions within 
SAP ERP HCM.

Special Processes

Within net payroll, a range of special processes is supported according to national 
laws. They considerably reduce the necessary process cycle times and therefore the 
effort involved in running a payroll cycle. In general, net payroll details depend on 
data stored in country-specific infotypes.

In the U.S., some commonly used and supported special processes include:

LoansEE

GarnishmentsEE

Benefits (see Chapter 10, “Benefits Administration”)EE

FLSAEE
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Off-cycle paymentsEE

Tip processingEE

Payroll Concepts in SAP ERP HCM9.2 

As with any software, making it as flexible as possible to meet a wide range of 
customer requirements means that the software has to have a sophisticated design. 
This is particularly true with payroll in SAP ERP HCM. Using the standard custom-
izing option, extensive variation in payroll requirements can be accommodated. 
The payroll runs can utilize customer-specific schemas and rules, and even com-
plex regulations from collective bargaining agreements and company agreements 
can be implemented. Standard processing can also be enhanced via numerous 
customer exits and Business Add-Ins (BAdIs). There are even tools to modify the 
coding in SAP, which can simplify maintenance and make modification a more 
attractive option. However, core code modifications should be considered care-
fully, because customer changes to standard SAP code will not be supported. 

Structures for Remuneration Calculation9.2.1 

For the calculation of payroll, the selected settings of Infotype 0001 (Organiza-
tional Assignment) are of great importance.

The enterprise structure is mapped through the personnel area and the person-
nel subarea. In SAP ERP HCM, the personnel area is linked to the company code 
(which is generally a legally independent accounting unit) and therefore deter-
mines where wages and salaries are posted and where they are paid from. The 
personnel sub-area is a further breakdown of the personnel area, and can provide 
more detailed groupings of locations or functional areas.. Pay structure informa-
tion and a variety of other data elements and national indicators (e.g., region and 
district, employer ID and industry code, tax company1 and Equal Employment 
Opportunity (EEO) data) are derived from the enterprise structure.

The personnel structure consisting of employee group and employee subgroup 
also determines essential aspects of the payroll. On this basis it is decided whether 
an employee is a salaried employee or a wage worker, and if he is paid monthly, 

1 The legal entity for tax reporting purposes. In SAP U.S. HR it should have a one-to-one relation-
ship with the Employer Identification Number (EIN).
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semi-monthly, weekly, etc. The employee group and employee subgroup can iden-
tify employees for further groupings that are specific for payroll processing. Many 
payroll-related settings are defined based on the personnel structure and the enter-
prise structure.

All employees of an enterprise who are included in payroll on a specific key date 
are combined in a payroll area. The payroll area also controls the locking concept 
for the payroll, (i.e., if the employees of a payroll area are processed) the master 
data of these employees is locked for maintenance (excluding data that is relevant 
to the future). In addition, the payroll area is a component of the logical databases 
PNP and PNPCE and is therefore available as a selection criterion in almost all 
evaluations.

In this context, a payroll area can easily combine employees of different companies 
(personnel areas), as long as they are included in payroll on the same key date.

The cost center specifies the target account assignment for the personnel costs to 
be posted in SAP ERP Financial Controlling (CO). The cost center is also used for 
the travel-costs component for assigning travel costs as long as an override com-
ponent is specified. If the Organizational Management component is not active 
with integration to personnel administration, the cost center is maintained for 
every employee in Infotype 0001. If PA-OM integration is active, the cost center 
information can be automatically defaulted from organizational master data to the 
employee master data.

Once these structures are in use, it is difficult to adjust them later on — especially 
because the personnel area/subarea and employee group/subgroup elements in 
Customizing are not provided with start and end dates, and therefore cannot be 
easily limited if they are no longer required. For this reason, it is advisable to check 
the enterprise, personnel, and organizational structures to be used precisely in 
terms of their suitability from all viewpoints (master data, authorization concept, 
time management, payroll, and reporting).

Payroll Principles9.2.2 

In this section we will discuss the various principles involved with payroll, begin-
ning with the wage-type concept.
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The Wage-Type Concept

Wage types are the central processing instruments of payroll. Entries are made 
using wage types in the provided payroll-relevant infotypes, e.g., as basic salary 
or overtime. The entire additional processing is carried out using wage types as 
well. Specific wage types are mapped in the net payroll, for example, for taxes and 
other deductions (such as benefit plan contributions) to be paid. The result of the 
payroll — the payroll account — contains the wage types used and calculated in 
the employee’s payroll.

The wage types thus form the basis of payroll. They are dependent on the country, 
i.e., the same wage type can have a different meaning in a German payroll than 
in a payroll in the U.S. They also have a validity period within which they can be 
used. This also means that one wage type can exist at different times with differ-
ent properties. This becomes necessary if the characteristics of a wage type change 
at a particular time, an example being an anniversary bonus that is subject to tax 
from January 1.

A wage type is identified by a four-digit key composed of figures, letters, and spe-
cial characters. The related text is language dependent:

Different texts can be displayed for the same wage type for a German and for EE

an English transactional user who each log on in their native language.

A German-speaking employee can have German texts printed on the remunera-EE

tion statement, and an English-speaking employee can have them printed in 
English.

The following conventions exist when creating four-digit wage type keys in SAP 
ERP HCM:

Wage types that begin with a slash (/) are called technical wage types. Most of EE

the processing work is carried out using these technical wage types. They rep-
resent the rules for the payroll. For U.S. payroll there are about 900 of these 
wage types.2 

2  The number of technical wage types can be a first indicator for the complexity of a payroll solu-
tion within SAP. German payroll has about twice as many technical wage types as U.S. payroll, 
while the UK solution has only about 500. A low number of technical wage types can indicate 
either that payroll in the respective country is quite simple or that the SAP-based solution does 
not cover the whole range of legal requirements.
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Wage types that begin with a number from 0 to 9 are freely available to the EE

customer. This area is always empty in a newly supplied system.

Wage types that begin with an M are SAP model wage types. To provide a guide EE

to customer configuration work, these model wage types can be used as tem-
plates for each wage type that the customer requires for his company.

If the rules for payroll are controlled by wage types, it is useful to keep these up-
to-date with SAP. This is the reason for the customer namespace for wage types. 
All other wage types can be and are overwritten by SAP when importing updates 
(support packages) and this way are constantly adjusted to the newest conditions. 
This is also the case with model wage types. For this reason, they should not be 
used in a production environment. A payroll with model wage types would be 
unstable, especially if these were customized.

The wage types used by customers always begin with a digit and are generally cre-
ated by copying them from a model wage type.

Customizing Wage Types 

The wage type copier was especially developed by SAP for this reason (Transaction 
PU30). It copies and deletes all properties of a wage type, regardless of whether 
it is a model wage type or another already-existing wage type that is to be copied 
(see Figure 9.1).

To process wage types more simply, they are summarized into wage-type groups. 
For example, for each infotype that contains wage types there is a specific wage-
type group. This ensures that the maintenance interface for wage types remains 
manageable. Wage types can also be contained in several wage-type groups.

The characteristics of wage types are determined by an amount field, a quantity 
field, and an amount-per-unit field. This means wage types are capable of saving 
any values. Whether and how a wage type is processed depends on Customizing.

Each wage type contains the following control information:

Valuation	 	EE

If a pay amount is not directly provided along with a wage type, payroll must 
carry out this task and determine the relevant pay amount. However, the 
amount can only be determined if the wage type contains a quantity. For exam-
ple, for overtime accrued, overtime wage types are recorded in terms of hours. 
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These wage types must then contain the information that their evaluation basis 
is the personal hourly wage of the employee (if necessary, in connection with a 
percentage rate that refl ects an overtime bonus).

Cumulation	EE

Pools are formed using accumulation. These pools represent the interface for 
the net payroll, i.e., the accumulation must be completed at the end of the gross 
payroll. By accumulating a wage type in certain pools, specifi c characteristics 
are defi ned in the wage type. For example, a wage type that is subject to tax is 
accumulated in the “gross tax amount” pool. These pools are integrated in SAP 
ERP HCM as technical wage types. They begin with “/1.”

The Wage Types Copier (Transaction PU30)Figure 9.1 
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Processing	classes	 	EE

Processing classes group wage types according to their characteristics. The char-
acteristics of the processing classes of a wage type, rather than the wage type 
itself, are read from the payroll, and then the necessary processing steps are car-
ried out. Abstracting a wage type itself offers more flexibility. The payroll does 
not have to have knowledge of every existing wage type. The characteristics of 
wage types can be easily changed. Processing Class 10, for example, controls 
whether and how a wage type is reduced in connection with unpaid absences 
(see Section 9.2.5). The accumulation of a wage type can be controlled by vari-
ous additional processing classes. There, the time in the payroll at which the 
wage type is calculated determines the processing class to be used for accumu-
lation. To avoid burdening payroll with unnecessary wage types, a wage type 
should be accumulated and shut down, i.e., transferred to the payroll account, 
as soon as a calculation is completed.

Evaluation	classes	 	EE

Characteristics of the wage types are determined in the evaluation classes for 
printing in the remuneration statement or in other statements.

Account	assignment	 	EE

Each wage type contains information on whether the wage type is to be posted 
to accounts and which accounts they are to be posted to.

You can analyze which wage types should have which characteristics using report 
RPDLGA20. Here, you can see that wage type 1212 is evaluated using the pay-scale 
group from the pay-scale table (see Figure 9.2).

We will now use an example to describe the valuation of wage types: Assuming 
an employee has done three hours overtime, which are to be paid out, regulations 
provide that he also receives an overtime bonus of 25%.

Wage type MM10 is entered manually or transferred from time management and 
its number field is filled with three hours. In the field valuation basis of wage type 
MM10 “01” is entered. All technical wage types that begin with “/0” are evaluation 
bases in SAP ERP HCM. This means that the relevant hourly wage can be found in 
wage type /001 (“/0” + “01“).Wage type /001 in SAP ERP HCM standard delivery 
always contains the currently valid hourly wage for the employee.
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Configuration of 
Wage types

Different Options 
for Valuation 

Bases

Wage types with 
Valuation Base ”TG“

Distribution of Wage Types (RPDLGA20)Figure 9.2 

Now we must calculate the overtime bonus, which is 25% of the whole amount. To 
have a better basis for later evaluations, you should use two wage types here: one 
for the normal hourly wage (100%) and one for the overtime bonus (25%). Here 
we require derived wage types. The basic pay is mapped by wage type MM10. 
This wage type is supplemented by the percentage rate 100. A new wage type is 
entered for the overtime bonus, which is similarly valuated with the hourly wage 
of the employee (i.e. 01). However, you must change the percentage rate to 25%, 
which is the overtime bonus to be paid.

Through the derivation process, a wage type can generate up to two other wage 
types. However, this only works once; a derived wage type cannot create other 
derived wage types (see Figure 9.3).
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Evaluating a Wage Type (T512W)Figure 9.3 

Other fi xed evaluation principles can be used in addition to the technical wage 
types /0**. For example, you can establish that an employee receives an hourly 
bonus of $1 U.S. for hazardous or unpleasant work. As shown in the previous 
example, the constant amount can be found on a cross-employee basis or in con-
nection with pay-scale information in Infotype 0008 (Basic Pay) for the employee. 
Table 9.1 provides an overview of the possible valuation base of wage types.

Valuation base The amount-per-unit fi eld is transferred from:

nn The amount-per-unit fi eld of the wage type /0nn

K Table T510J (constant value), employee independent

TS Pay-scale table T510, which uses keys to search for pay-scale 
type, pay-scale area, pay-scale group, pay-scale level, and wage 
type (all from Infotype 0008 (Basic Pay), except for the wage 
type)

TG Pay-scale table T510 is accessed just as TS, with the difference 
being that: pay-scale level = not fi lled

T Pay-scale table T510 is accessed just as TG, with the difference 
being that: pay-scale group = not fi lled

Possible Valuation Bases of a Wage TypeTable 9.1 
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If a wage type is recorded in an infotype, it is referred to as a dialog wage type. For 
these types, additional information must be maintained (see Figure 9.4):

Entries are permitted based on the enterprise and personnel structuresEE

Minimum and maximum values for the number and amount fi eldsEE

Several entries are permitted per month (time constraint)EE

Indirect evaluation conducted by pay-scale tablesEE

Dialog Characteristics of a Wage Type (T511)Figure 9.4 

Indirect Valuation

There is one basic issue to be dealt with in dialog wage types, i.e., whether or not 
these are to be valuated by entering a value manually, or if the valuation should 
occur indirectly by using a pay-scale table.

If a dialog wage type is indirectly valuated, this needs to be set in the dialog 
properties (see Figure 9.4). Here you work with modules and module variants. 
The combination describes the process according to which the relevant amount is 
transferred. Most processes work with the pay-scale table (see Figure 9.5). This is, 
however, not absolutely necessary.
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If the amount of a wage type is automatically transferred to employee master data 
(Basic Pay) by an indirect valuation, other settings are required to make this pow-
erful instrument suitable for actual practice. You must deal with the issue of what 
will happen if the employee works less or more than 100%.

How should this impact an employee’s remuneration? A range of reduction meth-
ods is available, including rounding rules. The most useful reduction method pro-
vides the reduction by using the employment level from Infotype 0008 (Basic 
Pay).

Pay-scale Table (T510)Figure 9.5 

For indirectly valuated wage types no amount is saved in the database. This value 
is usually recalculated by accessing infotypes, payroll, or reports. The disadvan-
tage of the relatively complicated access to the concrete values is compensated for 
through simplifi cations during compilation and pay-scale increases. At the time 
of a pay-scale increase only the pay-scale table must be adjusted. The master data 
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of all affected employees is automatically updated, because they have saved no 
values and instead have calculated these during runtime from the amended pay-
scale table.

Split Indicators

If Infotype 0008 (Basic Pay), or the tax data (and other deduction data for that mat-
ter) change during a payroll period, several partial periods are created, and these 
must be taken into consideration separately during payroll.

Let’s assume an employee who is paid monthly has a basic salary of $3,000 U.S. 
On 01/20/2008 he receives a salary increase so that his new salary is $3,500. Now 
there are two partial periods: one from 01/01/2008 to 01/19/2008 and the other 
from 01/20/2008 to 01/31/2008. The basic salary is mapped through wage type 
M003. The payroll creates two wage types M003, one for each partial period. To 
clearly assign the wage types to the corresponding partial periods, a split indicator 
is used. Payroll creates a table Work Place Basic Pay (WPBP)  with the work center 
data according to Table 9.2.

WPBP split From To Calendar days Further 
identifiers

01 01/01/2008 01/19/2008 20

02 01/20/2008 01/31/2008 10

WPBP After a Salary Increase on 01/20/2008Table 9.2 

The wage types are created from Infotype 0008 (Basic Pay) according to Table 9.3.

Wage type WPBP split Amount

M003 01 $3,000 

M003 02 $3,500 

WPBP Available Loan Types After a Salary Increase on 01/20/2008Table 9.3 

Tables 9.2 and 9.3 are linked with each other via the split identifier. If the rel-
evant calendar days are requested in the M003 wage type, they can be transferred 
using the WPBP split identifier from table WPBP (see Figure 9.6). To ensure that 
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the employee does not receive $6,500, the amounts are reduced in the payroll at 
a later time so that in the precise calculations approximately $3,193 emerges as a 
weighted average value throughout the entire month (see Section 9.2.5).

Split identifi ers are a technical utility to “attach” additional information to wage 
types.

Wage Types with Split Identifi ersFigure 9.6 

Retroactive Calculations

Retroactive calculations are always necessary if facts become known after the pay-
roll process that necessitates a change to the payroll data. The payroll must there-
fore be repeated as it is no longer correct. What is problematic about this situation, 
however, is that the employee has already received payment, and the remunera-
tion statement and the personnel costs for fi nancial accounting (FI) and CO have 
been transferred, and the taxes and other deduction amounts have already been 
paid. A correction is therefore no longer possible. The error can be corrected, at 
the earliest, during the subsequent payroll.

How can you deal with this relatively frequent situation? This is an instance where 
SAP ERP HCM displays one of its greatest strengths. It has a complete retroactive 
calculation function. You only have to correct the incorrect entry in the appropri-
ate master data infotype. The rest happens automatically when the next payroll 
is run.

The system recognizes that data has been changed in a period for which the payroll 
has already run. It marks these periods for correction. In the next payroll run, the 
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payroll will be repeated for this period. A retroactive calculation takes place. The 
resulting difference is transferred to the current period, as the relevant period is in 
the past and therefore nothing can be changed in that past period.

If the system is capable of repeating payrolls for previous periods, this means that 
the entire Customizing of the payroll must be time-dependent. Each adjustment 
to the payroll, because of legal, pay-scale, or business reasons, must be integrated 
in a way so that it is becomes valid at a specific date. This is the only way of ensur-
ing that in cases of a retroactive calculation the payroll logic did not change in the 
interim period and lead to misleading results. This is one of the reasons why the 
payroll component is so enormously complex.

For reasons of revision, the old result cannot just be changed. The retroactive cal-
culation then creates an additional result for this period. So as to not lose the over-
view, we will work with the “for-period” and “in-period” concepts: In the case of 
an employee for whom retroactive calculation has been used, there are two payroll 
results for the same period, each of which has a different “in” period.

To better understand this complicated concept, let’s look at another example: After 
a successful payroll for 01/2008, we find out that we forgot to pay an employee an 
allowance for special services of $100 for 01/2008. This is corrected, say, in Info-
type 0015, and after the payroll run for 02/2008 the results can be found in the 
database (see Table 9.4, each row of the table represents a payroll result).

For period In period Description

01/2008 01/2008 Original payroll 01/2008 including the error, i.e., 
without the allowance for special services

01/2008 02/2008 Correction to the payroll for 01/2008 during the payroll 
run 02/2002 (with allowance for special services)

02/2008 02/2008 Original payroll 02/2008

Payroll Results After Payroll 02/2008 with Retroactive Calculation for 01/2008Table 9.4 

From a technical point of view, retroactive calculations can be carried out whenever 
necessary. It is a very powerful instrument for avoiding inconsistencies between 
the payroll and the parts of SAP ERP HCM that provide the required master data 
for payroll.
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Payroll-Relevant Master Data

 To ensure that master data changes trigger retroactive calculations for periods 
when a payroll already exists, a special check logic must be active. In Infotype 0003 
(Payroll Status), the payroll saves the last date the employee has been accounted 
for (Accounted To fi eld). In addition, it saves the latest date since the last payroll 
run on which a master data change to the payroll-relevant master data has been 
carried out (Earliest MD Change fi eld). Using this fi eld, the payroll determines the 
earliest period for which a retroactive calculation will be necessary. This fi eld is 
always deleted by the productive payroll (see Figure 9.7).

The logic to fi ll the Earliest MD Change fi eld is integrated in the processing logic 
of the infotypes. In the confi guration of infotype characteristics, you only have to 
specify if the infotype is relevant for the payroll and must therefore trigger retro-
active payroll calculation. In this context, either the entire infotype can be identi-
fi ed as completely relevant for payroll or just individual fi elds (see Figure 9.8). For 
example, the phone number of an employee is not payroll-relevant although his 
bank details would defi nitely be.

Infotype 0003 — (Payroll Status)Figure 9.7 
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Characteristics of InfotypesFigure 9.8 

Results of Time Management

The results of the time evaluation (cluster B2) of the respective periods are read by 
payroll to receive the following data:

The personal work schedule for the employee, including all attendances and EE

absences. It contains, for example, the planned working time and paid and 
unpaid absences of the employee.

A table with wage types, which generally contain time and shift bonuses, over-EE

time, and time accounts paid out (and possibly deductions due to negative time 
accounts). The task of the payroll is to valuate these wage types that are pro-
vided in terms of hours.
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Because the results of the time evaluation are read by payroll, the time evalua-EE

tion directly influences the payroll in the same way as an entry in a payroll-
relevant infotype. For this reason, retroactive calculation is triggered by the 
time evaluation for payroll if changes are implemented in the periods for which 
payroll has already been carried out.

Results of the Travel Costs

Similar to time management, payroll also reads the results of travel costs (cluster 
TE/TX), which were created in the respective periods of the payroll. The travel 
costs settlement transfers a table of wage types to payroll.

This integration of Travel Expense may not be active at your company. You only 
need it if the reimbursement of travel expenses takes place through payroll 
accounting3 or if payroll needs certain information, such as reimbursements that 
are considered taxable income.

To activate the integration between travel management and payroll, the subschema 
UREI (for the U.S.) has to be active in your payroll schema. Additionally, feature 
TRVPA must be maintained (refer to the online documentation of the feature):

Entry “L+G” must have a value between 1 and 4EE

Entry “PA3” should have the value 1EE

Payroll Process9.2.3 

The Payroll Control Record

Each payroll area has a payroll control record (Transaction PA03), which enables 
the task of performing lock administration. This lock administration ensures that 
all of the master data entries are considered in the payroll. To this end, you must 
work with the statuses Released for Payroll, Released for Correction, Exit Payroll, 
and Check Payroll Results. Apart from the status, a period counter is required to 
make it clear which period is being referred to. When you change the status from 
Exit Payroll to Released for Payroll (beginning of a new payroll run) the period 

3 Alternatively, it can take place through accounts payable in financial accounting, by a special 
DME (Data medium exchange) or by check.
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Authorization concept, 575
Authorizations, 32, 43, 58
Availability, 348
Availability type, 349

B

Balanced scorecard, 547
Balance limits, 381
Balance overview, 367
BAPI, 371
Basic configuration, 66
Basic pay, 134
Benefit area, 509
Benefit form, 523, 524
Benefit plan, 507, 511
Benefits, 27
Breaks, 332
BSC, 547
Business blueprint, 65
Business case builder, 71
Business intelligence, 24
Business server pages, 39
Business trip, 344
Business workflow, 163
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Calculation rule, 374, 378, 384
Candidacy, 243
Candidate, 243
Canteen data, 371
Capacity, 541
Capping, 415
Career planning, 27
Categorization of personnel reports, 536
Category (MDT), 53
CATS, 26, 390
CATT process, 573
Certification procedure, 370
Change management, 47
Chief position, 46, 50, 166
Choice of working time, 321
Client, 117
COBRA, 530, 531
Collision check, 340
Communication, 178
Communication channel 1, 370, 371
Communication language, 131
Company code, 117
Company number, 117
Compensation management, 27, 599
Competences, 172
Composite role, 33
Confirmation, 371, 383
Continuous change, 68
Contract creation, 312
Controlling in recruitment, 304
Corequisite Plan, 513
Core time, 321, 333
Correspondence, 272, 298
Cost accounting, 25
Cost allocation, 362
Cost assignment, 361
Cost center, 117, 138, 198, 438
Cost distribution, 25, 138
Cost planning, 599
Cost rule, 513
Cost variant, 513, 514
Country modifier, 323
Country version, 117
Cross-application time sheet, 26, 390

D

Daily working time schedule class, 381
Daily work schedule, 331
Daily work schedule class, 333
Daily work schedule selection rule, 335
Data

Internal, 177
Data protection, 79
Data quality, 540
Data selection period, 548
Data transfer, 67
Deduction period, 352
Default plan, 512
Default value, 109, 115
Delimiting, 99
Dependent coverage, 515
DME, 459
Duplicate entries, 83
Dynpro header, 113
DZL, 379

E

Easy access menu, 548, 554
Easy web transaction, 38
Education, 140
EEO, 273

Questionnaire, 235
EIC, 191
Email

Dynamic, 130, 161
Employee appraisals, 48
Employee data

Flexible, 553
Employee directory, 32, 179
Employee group, 119, 126
Employee interaction center, 33
Employee list, 551, 552
Employee remuneration info, 357
Employee Self-Service (ESS), 32, 36, 63, 177, 
184, 368, 431
Employee structure, 119
Employee subgroup, 119, 126
Employment law, 79
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Employment status, 146, 148
Enrollment, 519, 520
Enterprise structure, 116, 125, 437
Entrance premium, 381
Environment health & safety, 26
E-Recruiting, 211
Error handling, 368, 417
Error message, 366
ESS (Employee Self-Service), 32, 36, 63, 177, 
184, 368, 431
Evaluation, 461
Evaluation basis, 357
Evaluation classes, 442
Evaluation of time evaluation results

Cumulated, 390
Evidence of insurability, 514
Exchange infrastructure, 24
Expenses, 435
Expert mode, 200
Extrapolation, 540

F

Fast entry, 153
Favorites list, 255
Feature, 511
Final preparation, 67
Financial accounting, 25
Flexible working hours policy, 320
Flextime, 321, 332, 415
Flextime account, 355, 422
Flow Logic, 39
Foreman time ticket, 386
Form Editor, 329, 367
For period, 449
Full-time equivalent, 541
Function, 374
Function code (MDT), 53, 54

G

Go-live and support, 67
Group, 510

Incentive wage, 383, 434
Grouping, 122, 323, 510
Group premiums, 386

H

Headcount, 541
Headcount planning, 56
Header, 103
Header data, 113
Headhunting, 213
Hierarchy framework, 206
Hiring, 168
HIS, 548, 560
Hit list, 557
Holidays

Guaranteed, 324
Homepage framework, 44
Home work, 322
Hourly recording, 375
Hourly wage, 434
HR administrative services, 189
HR administrator, 33, 189
HR business partner, 33, 189
HR department information system, 82
HR master data, 77
HR reporting, 535
HR shared service, 191

I

IDES, 66
IDoc, 371
IDs in the TMW, 407
IMG, 72
Implementation, 66
Incentive wage, 27, 383, 433, 434
Indirect evaluation, 445
Individual piecework, 434
InfoCube, 547
Infogroup, 156
Infogroup modifier, 156
Information message, 366
Infoset, 555, 556
Infoset query, 556
Infotype, 92, 200
Infotype menu, 105
In period, 449
Insolvency insurance, 422
Instruction, 175
Integration, 390, 597
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Companywide, 82
Integration plan version, 198
Interest calculation, 422
Interest group, 247
Interface programming, 114
Interfaces, 62
Internal Control System (ICS), 594
Internet integration, 306
Intranet, 212
Inverse relationship, 202
ITS

Internal, 40

J

Java stack, 41
Job, 127, 200
Job advertisement, 213
Job exchanges, 220
Job-search database, 220

L

LDAP, 39
LDB, 546
Lead time, 138
Leave entitlement, 352
Leave list, 389
Leave quota, 352
Leave request, 164, 389
Legal entity, 125
Life and work events, 185
Life working time, 322, 420
LIMIT, 382
Load test, 47
Logical database, 546
Long-term time account, 317

M

Maintenance, 371
Management problem, 415
Managers, 32

Manager‘s Desktop, 431, 548
Manager Self-Service (MSS), 33, 186, 548
Mandatory field, 110
Master cost center, 138
Master data which is relevant for payroll, 450
Matchcode, 97, 456
Matrix organization, 76
MDT, 548
Media, 279
Message processing in the TMW, 406
Modifier, 121
MODT, 381
Month’s-end processing, 377
Monthly entry, 364
Monthly wage, 434
MSS (Manager Self-Service), 33, 186, 548
Multiday view of the TMW, 395
Multiperson view of the TMW, 395

N

Negative time recording, 318, 351, 375
Net payroll, 436
Night work, 381
Nonrecurring payment, 435
Notification of goods receipt, 383
Number assignment

External, 87
Internal, 87

Number of staff, 321
Number range, 87

O

Object ID, 201
Object manager, 95, 98, 204
Object selection, 558
Objects on loan, 175
Object type, 198

External, 198
Object types, 243
One-day view of the TMW, 395
One-dollar contracts, 89
Online application, 220, 221
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Organizational chart, 76
Organizational key, 128
Organizational level, 543
Organizational management, 27, 62, 195, 598
Organizational structure, 75, 76, 127, 203
Organizational unit, 127, 199
Outsourcing, 191
Overtime, 351, 435
Overtime authorization, 356
Overtime compensation, 377
Overtime compensation type, 345, 351, 355

P

PAP, 546
Parameter transaction, 406
Part-time, 321, 419
Part-time percentage rate, 419
Payment, 458

Different, 362
Payroll, 27, 433

Area, 438
Cluster, 456
Control record, 452
Result, 456
Run, 455

Payroll area, 120, 126
Payroll organization, 120
Payroll structure, 120
Pay-scale structure, 134
PCH, 546
PDC interface, 371
Performance-dependent remuneration 
components, 436
Performance efficiency rate, 383, 434
Performance management, 599
Period selection, 549
Period work schedule, 335
Period-work-schedule evaluation class, 381
Personal data, 130
Personal settings, 244
Personnel action, 146
Personnel administration, 27
Personnel area, 117, 125
Personnel change report, 536
Personnel change request, 187

Personnel controlling, 535
Personnel cost planning, 28, 63
Personnel development, 27, 598
Personnel inventory report, 536
Personnel leasing, 213
Personnel number, 86, 97
Personnel number assignment, 87
Personnel structure, 126, 437
Personnel subarea, 125
Personnel time management, 27
Person selection period, 548
Person time recording, 369
Person time ticket, 386
Piece work average, 386
Plan category, 509
Plan infotype, 517
Planned working time, 338
Planning data, 540
Plan type, 510
Plan version, 197

Active, 198
Plausibility check, 109, 115
PNP, 546
PNPCE, 546, 560
Position, 127, 199
Positive recording, 375
Positive time recording, 318
Posting, 459
Posting run

Attribute, 460
History, 460

Power of attorney, 172
Preliminary program, 458
Premium formula, 383
Premium time ticket, 385
Premium wage, 434
Prerequisite Plan, 513
Preselection, 217
Primary costs, 361
Process examples in recruitment, 306
Processing classes, 442
Processing type, 381
Process modeling, 70
Process structure, 75
Production planning, 26
Production planning and control, 371
Profile comparison, 287
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Profile generator, 34
Profile in the TMW, 398
Projected pay, 599
Project management, 61
Project preparation, 65
Project risk, 63
Project scope, 61
Project standards, 65
Project system, 371
Project time recording, 363
Prototype, 66
Provision, 422
Public-holiday calendar, 324, 331
Public holiday class, 335, 381

Q

Qualifications profile, 278, 287, 598
Quality-assurance (QA), 431
Quantity-based time ticket, 386
Query, 555, 556
Questionnaire, 273
QuickViewer, 555
Quota correction, 353, 359
Quota overview, 390
Quota planning, 56

R

R/3, 23
R/3 enterprise, 26
Receipt of application, 308
Recruitment, 27
Recruitment controlling, 218
Recruitment instruments, 280
Recruitment media, 212
Recruitment service providing, 224
Reduced working hours, 336, 343
Reference model, 71
Reference personnel number, 88, 112
Reference point, 539
Reference user group, 105
Regulation

According to collective agreement, 76

Business, 76
Legal, 76

Relationship, 198
Relationship type, 198
Remaining leave, 347
Remote function call, 57
Remuneration, 433
Report category, 550
Reporting concept, 562
Reporting hierarchy, 538
Reporting set, 557
Report-report interface, 558
Requirement profile, 278
Requisition, 243
Requisition management, 274
Result type, 384
Retroactive calculation, 112, 120, 330, 387, 
448
Revision, 360
Roadmap, 64, 167
Role concept, 30
Roles in SAP E-Recruiting, 244
Rollout, 63
Rotating shift, 336
RPLICO10, 554
RPTIME00, 374
Run schedule headers, 383

S

Sabbatical, 322
SALDO, 379
SAP Benefits Administration, 507
SAP ERP, 23
SAP GUI, 36
SAP NetWeaver Portal, 24, 34
SAP Query, 555
Scenarios, 197
Scenarios (MDT), 49
Schema, 374, 375
Screen control, 110
Search help, 97
Secondary costs, 362
Secondary processing times, 384
Selection procedure

Single-level, 311
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Selection process, 218
Selection screen, 548
SEM, 547
Service

External, 362
Service management, 371
Service time, 320
Set operations, 558
Shared service center, 189
Shift planning, 28, 63, 390, 600
Shift time compensation, 343
Sickness, 343
Single sign-on, 36
Skill management, 27
Solution composer, 71
Solution map, 24, 71
Special process, 436
Split indicators, 447
Staff assignment, 205
Staffing guarantee, 321
Standard report, 544, 548
Standard selection screen, 549
Starting point, 336
Status, 76
Status of the application, 216
Structure, 76
Subsequent processing, 458
Substitution, 341, 420
Subsystem, 369
Subtype, 93
Succession planning, 27
Supervisor, 121
Support team, 231

T

Tab, 105
Table of constants, 416
Talent management, 28, 227
Talent segmentation, 243
Task monitoring, 136
Tax office, 118
Tax regulations, 79
TCO, 83
Team view, 395

Telephone directory, 177
Terminal, 359, 369
TES, 379
Test concept, 573
Test procedure, 587
Test workbench, 589
Time account, 326, 355
Time accounting, 327
Time administrator, 366, 392
Time administrators, 32
Time balance, 326
Time balance overview, 390
Time confirmation ticket, 374
Time constraint, 93
Time constraint class, 340, 346
Time data entry, 339
Time evaluation, 327
Time evaluation message, 330, 416
Time event, 330, 359, 369
Time leveling, 366
Time management, 451
Time management pool, 365
Time-management status, 159
Time manager’s workplace, 32
Time Manager‘s Workplace (TMW), 365, 392, 
431
Time pair, 330
Time recording ID card, 360
Time recording information, 360
Time-related time ticket, 386
Times subject to bonuses, 435
Time statement, 328, 367
Time ticket, 371, 383, 389
Time ticket type, 385
Time transfer specifications, 358
Time transfer type, 358
Time type, 325
Time wage, 386

Type, 379
Time-wage type, 327
Time wage type generation, 379
Time wage type selection, 377
Time wage type selection group, 381
TIP, 376, 379
TMW, 365, 392, 431
To-do list, 328
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Tolerances, 333
Total Costs of Ownership, 83
Tracking, 136
Traffic lights, 415
Training and event management, 27, 390, 598
Transfer

External, 139
Travel costs, 452
Travel management, 27, 63
Turnover statistics, 541

U

Unsolicited applicant, 284
Upper limit, 415
User administration

Centralized, 34
User group, 105, 155, 555
User management engine, 42

V

Vacation, 343
Vacation planning, 389
Variants, 335
Views (MDT), 52

W

Wage type
Concept, 439
Copier, 440
Customizing, 440
Naming conventions, 439

Wage-type generation, 333
Wage-type selection rule, 380
Web architecture, 36
Web browser, 36
WebDynpro for Java, 41
Web GUI, 37
Web interface, 36
Who‘s who, 32, 177
Work contract, 126
Workflow, 33, 163
Workflow task, 166
Workflow template, 167
Workforce deployment, 29
Workforce planning/shift planning, 600
Workforce process management, 29
Work group, 386
Work groups

Time-autonomous, 318
Working time management, 317
Working time recording, 369, 371
Work item, 164
Work schedule, 331, 337
Work schedule rule, 336
Work time event, 371, 383
WPBP, 447

Y

Youth labor law, 382

Z

ZL, 379
ZML, 379
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